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ABSTRACT
The major goal of Project SPEED (at Fort Hamilton

High School, Brooklyn, New York) was dropout prevention. In its first
year of operation, 1982-83, the project provided English as a Second
Language (ESL) instruction, bilingual instruction in basin skills
required for graduation, and guidance services to approximately 300
limited English proficient (LEP) students in grades 9-12 who were
regarded as high risks for dropping out. The students, mostly recent
immigrants, were 65 percent Spanish speaking, 20 percent Chinese
speaking, and 15 percent Arabic speakimg. The project's
individualized approach was based on three models, each having a
specific goal and curricular emphasis: Model 1 aimed at dropout
prevention, particularly for 9th and 10th graders; Model II aimed at
truants whose likelihood of staying in school is minimal; and Model
III aimed at retaining LEP students older than 18. Evaluation of the
project, however, showed that it was impossible to examine these
models as such because the counseling, educational, and vocational
guidance components that were to differentiate them had not been
formally implemented. In terms of student achievements quantitative
analysis indicated the following: (1) attainment of English language
objectives was mixed; (2) objectives in content area courses were
attained overall; (3) 75 percent of students taking the High School
Equivalency Exam passed; and (4) the program attendance rate -was_
Significantly greater than the general attendance rate. In addition,
curricular materials were being developed and adapted in the three
native languages, and staff participated in meetings, workshops, and
university courses. Finally, parent participation was minimal.
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A SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION
FOR PROJECT SPEED

FORT HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL
1982 - 1983

This program, in its first.year of a three-year funding cycle,
provided instruction in as well as bilingual_instruction_in
basic skills areas to approximately. 300 sticidents of fluted 'English
proficiency in grades nine through tweIve,.. Sixty-five percent of the
target population were native speakers of:Spanish; 20 percent were
Ctinese4-speakingi and 15 percent spoke-Arabic as their native_language;
Although the students varied in educational preparedness, ability in
their native languages, and proficiency in English, most were 'recent
immtgrants, and formed a °high risk" group in terms of their likelihood
of dropping out of school.

the -major program goal.was drop - cut -prevention. Students_
received, bilingual instruction in basic skill areas - required for high
school graduation and guidance services aimed at helping them adjust to,
and cope with, their new environment; The program was transitional in
nature; Students were gradually placed in mainstream classes where they
were fully evaluated on a conOnuous basis; Program philosophy was
implemented tnrough an individualized approach that to into account
the_varying_backgrounds,_abilitiesvcompetencies, and needs of each
student. This approach_drew upon three models, each having a specific
goal -and curricular emphasis: Mbdel I aimed at -drop -out- prevention;_ _

Model II- for truants Whose likelihood of_remaining.in school is marginal;
and Model a retention program for older LEP students..

Administrative and support services staff positions were supported
by a combination of Title VII and tax-levy funds. Instructional services
were funded by tax-levy and supplementary Module 58 modes. Curriculum
materials were being developed and adapted in the areas of: Arabic
social studies,- science, and mathematics; Chinese social studies, language
studies, and science; and- Spanish social studies, business, and computer
science. Supportive services to program students_consisted of educational,
personal, and vocational guidance, and referrals_td_outside agencies.
Development activities fOr staff members included attendance -at monthly
meetings, in-house workshopsi_and university courses. Parents of par-
ticipating students were Involved through phone calls, home visits,
and attendance at school-wide activities. The parents advisory board
was inactive as a result of the program's trilingual nature and outside,
work-related commitments,

Students Were assessed in English language development (Criterion
Referenced Erg lish- tax Test); mathematics, science, social stagF7----
an s ness vocat one courses (teacher=made tests); performance on the
High School Equivalency Examination; and attendance (school -and program
records). 'Oantitative analysis of student achievement indicates that:



-- Program students pretested in the fall and post-tested in
the spring failed to master one CREST objective Der month.
However, students pre- and post-tested in the spring did
reach the criterion level with a mastery rate of 1.47 CREST
objectives per month.

-- In mathematics, science, social studies, amd business/vocational
courses, program students achieved overall passing rates of at
Tee 70 percent passing in both the fall ane spring semesters.
The highest passing rates were achieved by the Chinese-speaking
student group in both terms.

-- Seventy-five percent of the Model ill program students taking
the filth passed.

-- The attendance rate of program students was significantly
greater than the total sthttl attendance rate.

The following recommendations are aimed at improving the
overall effectiveness of the program:

- - Developing and implementing a low literacy instructional
sequence in E.S.L., native language, and the subject areas
for those students lacking basic skills in their
native languages;

Providing additional bilingual content-area courses and
native language studies instruction for Chinese- and
Arabic-speaking stUdents;

-- Implementing a language policy_to govern the use Of English
and the native language in bilingual content-area courses;

-- Examining instructional techniques and approaches appro-
priate for classes with students of differing educational
backgrounds and levels;

-- Providing formal individual and group counseling services
on a consistent basis and, at the same -time exploring and
utili:ing outside services. for example, a series of presenta-
tions by bilingual professionals from a variety of occupations
might improve the career awareness/orientation component
of the progrem;

-- Requesting staff members to attend outside comferences
on bilingual education and inviting professionals to
conduct in=house staff training workshops. Further,
the program srould make information on bilingual education
and the needs of bilingual students available to main=
stream teaching staff;

=1 1=



Holding informaJ workshops for parents of program students
to familiarize them with the American educationill system,
issues of concern to bilingual students and their families,
and to verniers of the other two language groups;

Establishing a well-structured, thorough system for docu-
menting prdgram activities;

Having bilingual materials professionally duplicated
and bound so that they will not be judled by students and
parents as inferior to commercial textbools available to
mainstream students.

6
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PROJECT SPEED,-_ SPECIAL EDUCATION
TO ELIMINATE DROP=OUTS

Fort Hamilton High School

Location: 8301 Shore Road, Brooklyn. New York

Year of Operation: 1982-1983 first of three years of funding

Target Languages: Spanish, Chinese, Arabic

Number of Participants: Approximately 300 students

Principal: Mr. Diego Coscarelli

Director: Mr. Robert Diaz

I. DEMOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

ENVIRONMENT

Fort Hamilton High School is located in the Bay Ridge section

of Brooklyn. a commercial area one hour by train from mid-Manhattan.

It is bordered by a middle- to upper=class suburban neighborhood with

well-kept two-family houses. The neighborhood, with its trimmed lawns

and gardens, is usually quiet except during those hours when students

attend school. Fort Hamilton High School is unique not only for its

location, but also for its view; located near the Belt Parkway; it

overlooks the water to Staten Island;

SITE CHARACTERISTICS

Fort Hamilton High School is a well-maintained four-Story building

without grafitti or broken windows. The school's hallways and classrooms

are decorated with student art work. Project SPEED is loceted on the

main floor of the school building. Due to budget cuts, the program is

12



currently housed in what had been the resource room in previously funded

projects. Past evaluations have commented on the need for more space;

the program now occupies less space than in the past.

As a consequence, all seven staff members, six desks, a large

conference table, file cabinets, bookcases, and closets are housed in

one small room. This room not only serves as the program office, but

also as its resource room; counseling, tutoring, and other services

take place here. Students constantly visit for information, tutoring,

counseling, or homework. These conditions create considerable noise and

allow little or no privacy. Thus, evaluation interviews were conducted

in the library or in unoccupied classrooms. A member of the evaluation

team observed that while in the program office; students tended to use

thAr native languages.

Of the 2,935 students registered at Fort Hamilton, 36 percent

are categorized as low income according to federal poverty level criteria;

45 percent are eligible for free and reduced lunch. Almost half of the

student body reads at grade level, over one-third read at two or more

years below grade level, and over half is below grade level in math

achievement. Ethnically; the school population is composed mostly of

white students; over one-third is Hispanic, approximately 12 percent is

black, and seven percent is of Asian origin.



II. STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

COMPOSITION AND DIVERSITY

Project SPEED provides bilingual education to approximately 300

limited English proficiency (LEP) students belonging to three language

groups. The largest group served is composed of Spanish-speaking students

(205); Chinese-speakina students comprise the second largest group (60);

and Arabic-speaking students form the smallest group participating in the

program (54).

Project SPEED differs from previously funded Title VII projects

at Fort Hamilton (GRASP - five-year project; ELITES = two=year project)

in two main areas: the new program stresses drop-out prevention and

remediation; and it has added a bilingual component for those Chinese

students who are new to the country. This major addition to Fort Hamilton

Will not only benefit its Chinese students eligible for bilingual services,

but also those Chinese students living outside the immediate area who

are eligible to attend the school on the basis of its "magnet concept"

policy.

Most program students are recent immigrants who face consid-

erable cultural and economic, as well as linguistic, obstacles. The

families of participating students tend to be of low socioeconomic

status and share a common goal of "survival." In most families, both

parents work and their children may also hold jobs or, in some cases,

are left unsupervised. Very often, parents are ill=prepared, both

academically and culturally, to assist their children with school work.

Interviews with the principal and assistant principal for foreign

14



language, arts, and music emphasized that guidance services and general

reassurance seemed to ease the pressures of transition.

Commenting on the differences in educational motivation between

and within language groups, the principal, assistant principal, and

program director obterved that the Chinese students, particularly those

from Hong Kong and Taiwan, have a strong educational background both

in their native language and in English. In addition, they demonstrate

great motivation and desire to improve their English language skills.

An interview with a seventeen=year-old program student from Taiwan

supported these observations. This student, who had arrived five months

earlier, was attending supplemental English courses at Brooklyn tollege

after school. Although self-conscious about her English, she spoke

with relative fluency.

The Arabic=speaking students are often divided by religious

and national backgrounds. The long history of tension between Moslems

and Christians has resulted in sporadic clashes between members of this

group at the school. The Arabic-speaking program staff have been working

to ease these tensions to create a sense of unity among students. Of

the Arabic speakers, those from Lebanon constitute a majority and have

an educational background in French; The Yemenites tend to arrive with

little or no formal schooling. The Palestinians have received some

training in English.

Among the Spanish-speaking students, those educated in metro-

politan areas of Centr31 and South America are better prepared academi-

-4-



cally. One teacher spoke enthusiastically about a Peruvian student wNo

was under consideration for placement not only in the mainstream, but

in honors courses as wen.

The following table presents the countries of origin and

language groups of prograo students feo whom information was reported.

Table 2 presents tha program students by sex and grade.

=5=



TABLE 1

1umo4r Ind Percent of Program StJdents

Language anJ Country of 3irth

1.

Country of 3irth Number of Percent of
Students -----kam-ewage-Grovo-

Vietnam _ _ _ _ 7----T II)

Peoples Republic of China 9 25

Taiwan 5 3

Hong Kong 40 67

TOTAL ASian 177

Israel _5 _9

Lebanon 19 35

Syria 5 9

Yemen 13 24

Egypt 5 _9

Other "Middle Eittere 7 13

TOTAL Middle Eastern

Puerto Rico
Dominican Republic
Cuba

77
81
37

I

T57

30

18
less -than 1

Mexico 9 4

Honduras 4 2

Guatemala 5 2

El Salvador 6 3

Nicaragua _2 1

Panama 17 8

Colombia _4 _2

Ecuador 22 16

Peru
_ 4 2

Venezuela 2 1

TOTAL Hispanic

Number of Percent of

Native Language Studer--s-P7ag-raiii-
Chinese _

(Mandarin) _5 -2

(Cantonese) 53 17

_ (Other_Oialect) 1 less than 1

Vietnamese _1 less_than 1

Arabit 52 16

Hebrew 1 less than 1

Other "Middle Eastern" _1 less -than 1

Spanish 205 64

TOTAL 319 100

Sikty=f0ur_percent of the program students -are Spanish-speaking.
Of tnese. 40 percent were born in Puerto Rico.

ChineSe-speaking students constitute_approximately_20_percent of
the program The majority of these students were born in Hong

Kong.

SiXteen percent of the program population speak Arabic;

-6-
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TABLE 2

Number and Percent of Program Students
by Sex and Grade

Grade

NuMber
Male
Students

Percent
of

Grade

Number
Female
Students

Percent
of

Grade
Tctal

Number
Petcent of
All Students

9 51 65 28 35 79 24

10 51 55 41 45 92 29

11 42 49 44 51 86 2/

12 _24 _38_ 39_ _62 13_ 2a

TOTAL 168 53a 152 47a 320 100

aPercent of students in the program.

-The proportion of males decreases as grade increases;_ inversely,
the higher the grade, the greater the proportion of females.

Students' diverse life histories, particularly their countries

of origin and conditions of migration (i.e., political, economic, etc.)

result in great variation in educational background and academic prep=

aration. Many have suffered interrupted schooling or have experienced

limited educational opportunities. As a result, they have received

fewer years of schooling than their grade level and age would indicate.

Table 3 presents the program students by age and grade and a breakdown

of overage students by language voup.

=.
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The high proportion of overage students should be considered

when setting standards for performance and evaluaring growth; Students

Who have had interrupted schooling, but whose grade level reflects

their ages more than their level of academic preparedness, may lack

cognitive development in their native languages. This deficiency

may be directly related to their ability to acquire oral and ilceracy

skills in En4tiSb. Table 4 presents the time spent by students in

the bilingual program.

TABLE 4

Time Spent in the Bilingual Program

(As of June, 1983)

Time Spent in
Bilingual Program

Number of Students
TotalsGrade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

(1 Academic Year 6 9 2 0 17

1 Academic Year 74 83 84 62 303

TOTALS 80 92 86 62 320

Ninety-five percent of the students had completed one year in
the program.

The remaining students entered the program at various times during
the academic year.



PARTICIPANT SIELFCTION

Fort Hamilton's student body numbers 2035. StUdeiitt Whose

native language is not English make up approximately 21 percent of the

total school population. Language grbups other than those represented

in Project SPEED include Italian (225), Polish (17), Korean (23), and

Haitian-Creole (19),;, When students first enter Fort Hamilton, they are

administered a series of tests to determine eligibility tor participa-

tion bilingual and/or English as a second language (E.S.L.) classes.

The entrance and exit criterion used by the program is the

English form of the nn Ilge_itssessmentflatt= (LAB). All students

are tested with the LAB and the Crtterion Referenced EnAlish Syntax Test

(CREST). Only those students who score below the twenty-first per-

centile of the LAB are eligible for the program. Students are then

interviewed by the director or resource teacher in their native language;

students Also receive teather recommendations. Since there is no

standard diagnostic test, the interview is designed to test students'

literacy in their native language by sampling their reading ana writing

skills. The interviews also elicit information not revealed by test

scores alone, including students' educational histories, the circum-

stances that brought them to this country, and general interests and

goals.

The program director also interviews LEP students who do not

belong to one of the target groups. By providing appropriate assessment

services to these students, they can be placed in either remedial or

mainstream classes.

-10=



tAMMAGE_PROFIJCIEMCf

Program students differ both with regard to native language

proficiency and the length of time needed to acquire and use language

skills in English.

One characteristic shared by the Arabic and Chinese students

is that both of their native languages contain distinct dialects. This

creates an additional barrier fo, these students; they are often unable

to understand other members of their ethnic group and must rely on

written communication. Thus, these students must not only learn Englisb,

bUt must also adapt to the regional dialects of their fellow students.

Individual and group differences also exist in terns of students'

adaptation to and use of English. It was reported that Chinese Students

associate learning English with upward mobility; for this reason, they

tend to be extremely eager to learn the language and advance to main-

stream courses. Chinese staff members have also observed that their

students encounter greater problems with English pronunciation than

with grammar. This can be understood both in terms of the linguistic

differences between the two languages and cultural values which stress

writing. as opposed to oral communication, as the most appropriate

vehicle for self=expression in the classroom.

As a rule, the Arabic students want to learn spoken English in

a short time and tend to experience more difficulty with grammar than

with the spoken language. Many of these students are eager to help



With family businesset and are anxious to develop their speaking skills

in order to do so. However. many work eight to ten hours per day and

as a result, often miss first period. Eventually, many drop out.

The Yemenites differ from the other Arabic-speaking students

in that no female Yemenites participate in the program, Since Yemenite

culture deems it imappropriate for females to attend scNool, males

tend to immigrate alone. These Yemenite students are eager to learn

and are known to prepare lists of new vocabulary words, then rush to

the program office during their ten-minute breaks to get Arabic transta-

tions.

During interviews, the program director and teaching staff

noted that, as a group, the Spanish-speaking students are hesitant to

speak English. They appear to be embarassed by their mistakes and

fear ridicule. An evaluator interviewed a Spanish-speaking student

who spoke English with fluency, yet indicated she felt °funny" because

she thinks in Spanish and then translates her thoughts into English.



III; PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM_BOALSAMD_OBJECTUES

Project SPEED has two main goals: to provide bilingual in-

struction to targeted LEES students who have difficulty coping with a

traditional high schoo; setting ald run a high risk of dropping out;

And to improve the school's holding power by providing dropout pre=

vention 444 remediation services. Through this program, students acquire

tho basic skills required for Aligh school graduation.

Specific instrucMonal and non-instructional objectives are

listed in the Appendices eind will be dis:ussed in more detail in the

conclusions and recommendations section,

PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY

The program's philosophy as stated by the principal, the assis-

tant principal for fOreign language, art, and music, and the program

director, is to mainstream students after two years of participation.

During thlI times students are also provided with guidance services

aimed at helping them cope with their new environment; If students are

not proficient in English after two years, it is felt that they would

ivy difficulty in realizing plans for further education after high

school graduation.

The program is traesitional in nature. Students are slowly

placed in mainstream classes and their progress is fully evaluated on

a continuous basis. The assistant principal expressed concern about

$tudents being placed in slow classes due to language problems.

=13;



The program philosophy is implemented through an individualized

approach that takes into account the varying backgrounds, abilities,

competencies, and specific needs of the students. This individualized

approach draws upon three models, each having a specific goal and

curricular emphasis. Model I is aimed at drop-out prevention particularly

for students in grades 9 and 10; Model II is a program for truants

whose likelihood of staying in school is marginal; and Model III is a

retention program for LEP students older than 18 years. Through these

models, the project seeks to reach all students who have distinct

problems and issues in coping with existing educational offerings.

ORGANIZATION, STRUCTURE, AND STAFFING

The bilingual program is a self-contained instructional pre-

gram although it does not have departmental status. The program is

under the general supervision of the assistant principal for foreign

language, art, and WOG, who assumed this position in an acting

capacity in February, 1983. He replaced the previous assistant grin-

cipal who retired. The day-to-day coordination of the project is now

the responsibility of the program director Who, prior to February, 1982,

was the coordinator of educational guidance. The assistant principal

stated that although he was not involved inn the implementation of the

project, he believes the teaching is excellent and the students are

benefitting en9musly.

The program director has been associated with previously

funded Title VII programs, working as coordinator of Project ELITES,

and has been at Fort HaMilton for the last fifteen years. /Wong the

-14-



other positions he has held during his fifteen-year tenure are language

teacher and dean of discipline. He has also been responsible for the

development and implementation of Project SPEED.

Two Title VII bilingual resource teachers (Arabic and Chinese)

are responsible for three major aspects of the program: pull-out ia-

structional services; curriculum development; and guidance. Since funding

was not available for a Spanish resource teacher, this r-4ition was

filled by a tax-levy teacher already on the school staff. This teacher

has been the bilingual attendance coordinator for the last two years

and has been e licensed Spanish bilingual history teacher for five years.

The Arabic resource teacher worked with Project ELITES at Fort Hamilton.

Although new to the staff, the Chinese resource teacher has several years

of experience with the New York City Board of Education in educational

administration and supervision. In addition, she has worked in the

Chinese community where she was involved with program development.

The resource teachers spend from three to four periods a day

in activities related to the pull-out instructional component; the rest

of the day is spent providing individual tutoring, counseling, and

translating materials, Because of the nature of the pull-out program,

mainstream teachers depend on the resource teachers to work closely with

program students. In addition; the resource teachers translate tests

used not only to measure progress, but also to develop students' test-

taking skills.



The program employs three paraprofettionals, each proficient

in one of the three target languages. The paraprofessionals spend most

of their time tutoring individual students and acting as interpreters.

A Title VII-funded secretary provides clerical services.

The diverse backgrounds and experience of program staff are

listed in the Appendices.

FUNDING/INSTRUCTIONAL AND NON=INSTRUCTIONAL_COMPONENTS

The funding sources of the instructional component are listed

in Table 5. All E.S.L. instruction is supported by tax-levy or supple-

mentary (P.S.E.N.) monies. Funding and staffing of the non=instruc-

tional component are presented in Table 6.
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TABLE 5

Funding of Instructional Components

Content Area Funding Source Number of Teachers

English as a
Second Language_

Tax Levy

Native Language Chapter 268
(Spanish)

1.8
1.0

0.4

Mathematics
Title Vila 0.2

Science
a

(Chinese) Title VII,
(Arabic) Title VII°

0.2
0.2

Social Studies
(Spanish) Module 58

a
0.4

(Chinese) Title VII, 0.4
(Arabic) Title VII m 0-2

°Chef-

Computer- R.S.td_ Tax Levy__ 0.2

Pull-out instructional assistance provided b resource teacher.

SOUTCti High School Personnel Inventory for Bilingual/E.S.L. Programs,
April 11, 1982, Division of High Schools, New York City Public
Schools.



TABLE 6

Funding of Non = Instructional Program Components

Funding Source(s) Personnel: No. & Title(s)

Administrative &
Supervision

Tax_Levy_
Title VII

1 A.P. Foreign Language
1 Project Director

Curriculum
Development

Title VII 2 Resource Teachers
(Arabic=Chinese)

Supportive
Services

Title VII

Tax Levy

3 Paraprofessionals (Arabic.
_ Chinesei_Spanish)
1 Bilingual Dean

Staff Title VII
Development Tax Levy

1 Project Director
1 A.P. Foreign Language

Parental & Community Title VII/Tax Levy All personnel involved
Involvement

Secretarial &
Clerical Services

Title VII 1 Secretary
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STUDENT PLA

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

: I 6.: 1,blibi 1

The project director prepares term program plans for all project

students as well as for those LEP students not participating in the

project. These individualized program plans are based on interviews,

teacher recommendations, test scores, and student interests. The program

director selects those classes'required for graduation and students

choose electives. In general, student programs are fairly uniform by

grade; however, some classes such as American studies or bilingual

computer studies contain students of mixed grade levels.

Program students are placed not only according to their abilities;

but according to which model is most appropriate for their specific

drop-out problem. A three-fold instructional approach was established

to meet the specific needs of these students. In addition, this approach

aims to improve the school's holding power with respect to these high-

risk LEP students. The program offers three MOdels for each of the three

language groups.

Designed as a drop-out prevention program, Model I targets`

primarily ninth= and tenth=grade students who exhibit irregular attendance.

According to the project director, these students take required courses

(basic skills) parallel to those in the mainstream. The model's main

objective is to change students' attitudes and reinforce their positive



feelings about school. To achieve this, students are encouraged to

explore and and develop individual talents and to take mhands-oh" courses

such as auto and electrical shop.

Model II

This model is designed for students with a history of long=term

absenteeism and truancy, and those students who have difficulty coping

with a traditional high school program. The individualized guidance

component helps students master the required curriculum. Students are

provided with intensive one-to-one counseling, and educational and

vocational guidance; Formal group counseling has not yet been implemented

for this model;

Return laboratories in the major subject areas are set up for

each student. They receive individualized tutoring and spend two to four

periods a day working under close supervision. For those students who

want to work after graduation, skills development is promoted; The

program director also works with community programs that provide in-

struction in occupational skills development. Most available programs

are geared for Spanish=speaking students; none are as yet available for

the other two groups.

Model III

This model is designed for those LEP students who Are overage

for their grade (see Table 3). Students who are over eighteen-, and

those who dropped out of school and are now returning are included in

this model. The objective for these students, who have difficulty



functioning in a traditional sequence, is to help develop the skills and

gain the knowledge needed to obtain the General Equivalency Diploma

(G.E.D.). These students attoid school for a limited time each da:, de-

pending on their specific deficiencies; The main model goal is to strengthen

the reading skills needed for the G.E.D. Students also spend one period a

day in the business education department or the industrial arts department.

Career and vocational guidance is provided individually; no formal program

has been developed.

Table 7 presents the distribution of bilingual program students

by instructional component and language group.

TABLE 7

Student Distribution According to Model

Native
Language Grade

Number of Students
Model I Model 11 Model 111

Arabic 9 12 2 3

10 7

11 8
12 2

Chinese 9 16 0
10 15 2

11 12 7 3

12 3

Spanish 9 22 17 6
10 27 25 5

11 25 14 8

12 29

TOTAL 171 81 38

32



COURSE OFFERINGS

Tables 8 9, and present the E.S.L., native language, and

content-area courses offered to program students; E.S.L. classes are

held for five periods each week and program students attend with other

LEP students in the school. Native language studies classes for

Spanish= and Chinese-speaking students are also offered five periods

per week. Spanish language classes are open to all students interested

in language instruction. Content-area courses are exclusively for

program students and are offered four hours each week. Paraprofessionals

are available for assistance and translation in these classes whith are

taught 90 percent in the native language.

Table 11 presents three student programs, one from each model.
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TABLE 8

Instruction in English as a Second Language and English Reading

A1
Course Title Number of

ad-Level Classes

Average

Class Re.

Description

SLI

Curriculum or

Material in Use

a pr ng a r ng nstruct on or iginning

1 20 25 levels of English proficiency Lado Serifs_ _

Instruction for beginning

20 16- levels

ns ruc

3 27 27 En lish

tuc

3 27 28 Eh-lish

SL2

s13

A St4
N
CrJ

ni

roficienc

or a

roficienc-

- _15 instruction in S akin

Remedial 1 1 --

Remedial 2'

34

op as s on rear ng

roficienc

Lado Series

ea rig or concepts

2' Usin cod En lish

Remedial_l_ 2 28.1MOVIIIM.ft . 47M~
N H H II N N

Remedial 4 2 2 iL 31

Remedial S 21

N II II

Remedial 6 Jo 30(~ VOIPMMM

Rem#diil 8 1 3 23 -3O

34
35



TABLE 9

Instruction in the Native language(s)

Course Title Number of Average Description

and level dues -Class Reg

Fill tpring Fall Spring

Chinese for Native Speakers

Native eakers 1 = 30 ; Readin and Wtitin Materials Divelord

Curriculum or

Material in Use

pan s or

Native Speakers 32

re pea ers

Reidikg and Writing

Beginning

Corazon de Espana

vanish 4 32 Readin and Writin

Spanish_ 5 34 .

Spanish 6 6 . 33

Spanish 7/9 32 .

. 3

ntene ate uen os orr entes

Readinj and Writing 2) Hesse Grammar

intermaTite

Reading_and Writing

Natrie'Speaiers

Advancing Reading and Writing Corazon dellp!na



TABLE 10

Bilingual Instruction in Subject Areasa

Fall

Course Title

Science I

Sociat Studies I

Mathematics I

Social Studies I

Computer I

Business I

Social Studies I

Number of

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

Average Lanouag2(s)
of Instruction

17 Arabic

20 Arabic

10 Arabic

30 Chinese

21 Spanish

36 Spanish

38 Spanish

Spring

Science II 1 26 Arabi;:

Social StUdiet II 1 15 AribiC

Mathematics II 1 16 Arabic

Social Studies II 1 20 Chinese

Science 1 1 20 Chinese

Computer 1
b

1 21 Englisb

Business II 1 29 Spanish

Social Studies II_ 2_ 27 S anish

a
All materials used in these classes are appropriate to students' reading
level and correspond to mainstream curriculum.

b
Combined class for Greek, Spanish, Chinese/Vietnamese, and Arabic students.
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TABLE 11

Typical Student Programs

Model I

12th Grade
Arabic Student

Model II

11th Grade
Hispanic Student

Model III

10th Grade
Chinese Student

English

French

Bilingual Computer

Mathematics
(Ninth Grade)

Accounting

Hygiene

E.S.L. 3

Spanish 6

American Studies II

Fundamentals of Math

Return LAB

Music

Physical Education

E.S.L. 3

World Studies

American Studies

Mithernatitt (Ninth Grade)

Biology

Guitar

Physical Education

TRANSITION

The aim of the program is to fully mainstream students after

two years. Partial mainstreaming is done before this time -- a decision

based on the LAB score (above the twenty-first percentile), teacher

recommendations, grades, and interviews conducted by the direttor%.

Student and parent preference is also taken into account.

Students enter the mainstream on a three=week trial basis;

during this time they are given MixiMUM support and are assisted in

making the decision to remain in mainstream classes or return to the
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bilingual program. According to staff, some students are eager to

enter the mainstream while others prefer the individual attention they

receive in the program.

EXIT -FROM- PROGRAM

During 1982=83, 54 students left the program for different

reasons. Table 12 presents the distribution of bilingual students who

are no longer in the program,
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TABLE 12

Number of Students Leaving the Program by Languge Group and Grade

Language Group Grade Status Number of Students

Arabic No Show 1 (work)
Discharge 2 (1 out-of-country, 1 mainstream)

10 No Show 2 (not found) _

Discharge 1 (outof-state)

11 No Show 2 (1 work, 1 not found)
Discharge 1 (out-of-state)

12 No Show 1 (night school)
Discharge 1 (graduate)

Chinese 9 Discharge 3 (1 college, 1 main;tream,
1 out-of-state)

10 none

11 Discharge 1 (college)

12 Discharge , (graduate)

Spanish No Show 7 (2 not found, 3 out -of=
country, 2 work)

Otscharge 11 (6 Equivalency, 2 out-of-
country, 3 not found)

10 No !.how *t found)
Discharge 11 (6 out-of-country)

11 No Show 3 (2 oat-of-country, 1 not
found)

Discharge 5 (1 army, 2 out-of-country,
2' work)



V. NON=INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT

CURRICULUM AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

In addition to providing instructional assistance to program

students, resource teachers are responsible for adapting and translating

English language curricula into Arabic, Chinese, and Spanish. They

spend approximately four hours a day preparing materials. The resource

teachers also develop special materials for students in need of supple=

mentary help. One resource teacher suggested that research be done

to develop a clearer picture of the range of individual needs that exist,

so that appropriate materials can be developed. According to one program

student, the translated materials enabled her to understand /esson

content, even though she did not speak English. All translated materials,

which include Vocabulary exercises and exams, are written by hand.

Table 13 lists the materials that have been developed by the

program; Instructional materials that have been purchased for use in

the classroom, include:

Number of
copies Title

40 The NeW Eartn Science (Combfned Edition C77
40 Computer Book (Using Basic - Second Edition
30 Practicas De Oficina, bribe
10 A New English - Chinese Dictionary (Small)
1 A New English - Chinese Dictionary (Large)
1 Ku Man K000 Chee (Vol. 1 & 2)
1 Selected Poems of Tong & Song Dynasties (English Version)
1 Chi-Hai Chung Hua Publica
1 Chi=Yuen
1 Chinese Encyclopedia

=29-=
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TABLE 13

Curriculum and Materials Development and Adaptation

Curriculum or
Materials

Status

Parallel
Develop- Adapta- Com- In To Main=
ment Lion pleted Process stream In Use
(X) (X) (X) (X) (Y0) (YfN)

Arabic Social Studies

Arabic Science

Arabic Math if

Chinese Social Studies X

xChinese Language Arts

Chinese Science

Greek Language Arts

Greek Science

1%-tek Social Studies

Spanish Social Studies

Spanish Business

Spanish Computer

X

X

X

X

X

X



Since the resource teachers also deal with various personal,

domestic, and cultural adjustment problems that program students might

encounter, the time they spend with students limits their availability

for curriculum development. Furthermore, resource teachers alio make

themselves available to mainstream teachers, to translate and correct

exams of prmgram students.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Personal and vocational guidance is provided by the program

director, who is also the coordinator of educational guidance. The

program director spends five to six hours a day providing indiVidieal

guidance to program students. When needed, the resource teachers and

paraprofessionals also provide assistance in these areas;

Group counseling has been described as being a major program

component; at present, however, this service has yet to be implemented.

According to the project director, initial attempts at group counseling

turned into "gripe sessions" and were discontinued.

Although the staff is available and responsive to students'

problems, no staff member is trained to provide counseling services to

students with serious persona] problems (e.g., abuse, depression).

These students are referred to approWate community agencies such as

Advocates for Children and the Center for Family Life Employment Program.

According to the director, existing social service agencies have only

English- and Spanish-speaking staff, limiting the services Available

to the other two groups.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Although staff development activities were not a specific program

objective this year, three workshops were held for the Title VII program

staff on the following topics: improving attendance; classroom manage=

meant; and improving student attitudes; These workshops were conducted

by the program director for all program staff. Similar issues were

addressed in monthly staff meetings, which were also attended by the

assistant principal for foreign language, art, and music, and those

foreign language teachers who have bilingual teaching assignments;

During these meetings, school staff members were exposed to the problems

of LEP students; The program staff has commented that they nave ex=

perienced difficulty reaching those staff members not directly involved

with LEP students and interpret this difficulty as stemming from lack

of knowledge or interest in working with this population. TWO VII

staff members are available and responsive to those teachers who ex-

press interest in learning more about LEP students;

The resource teachers and paraprofessionals are enrolled in

part-time degree programs at Teachers College, Columbia University,

Brooklyn College, Jersey City College, and Kingsborough Community

College. The courses they attend are either directly related to the

program, or if not directly related, address curriculum development

issues.

The program's trilingual focus makes it difficult to maintain

an active advisory board with parental representation from all language
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groups. In addition, the majority of parents have job- or family-related

responsibilities that leave little or no time to attend meetings.

Contacts with parents are made mostly through home visits,

phone calls, school-wide activities, and field trips for which parents

volunteer as chaperones. In addition, Fort Hamilton has a policy stating

that all school information and notices be sent to program parents in

their native languages.

AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

Student attitudes and achievements are reflected not only in

test scores, but in the following areas as well.

Attendance

According to the program director, attendance of program students

is higher than that of the school as a whole, despite the fact that these

students are a high-risk group. Program student- carry an attendance card

which is signed by each teacher in each class. The director remains in

close contact with both students aid parents regarding school attendance.

ExtracarTicularActivtties/Field Trips/Clubs

Program students went on field t-,ps to Radio City Music Hall,

the Mug*um of Nati3nal Histor the New York Planetarium, and the

Aquarium. Both the Chinese and Hispanic students have formed cultural

clubs and have sponsored a variety of activities such as dances and films.

According to the staff, religious and political tensions within the Arabic

student group have stood in the way of such social activities.
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College Admission

During academic year 1982=83, thirteen program students were

attending local colleges (1 Arabic = St. FranciS College; 1 Chinese -

C.C.N.Y.; 2 Chinese - Borough of Manhattan Community College; 1 Hispanic

= Long Island University; 8 Hispanic - Kingsborough Community College).

Interviews with students revealed that they held positive attitudes

toward the program and its staff. Of the twelfth=grade students Who

reported post-high school plans, 48 intended to attend college, 6 hoped

to find employment or keep a houSehold, 2 had plans to join the armed

forces, and 1 student had chosen to enter an alternative high school

program.
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VI. FINnINGS: STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT ANn ATTENnANCE

The following section presents the assessment instruments and

procedures, and the results of the testing to evaluate student achieve-

ment, as proposed, in IgRP-P13. (See Appendices for the program's eval-

uation plan. Note: Objectives 4 and 7 were not analyzed since, according

to the program director, they were deleted in the revised scope of work

approved.)

AcnumirtnN nr ENGLISH SYNTAX

The assessment instrument used for measuring achievement in

this area was the (CREST).

The CREST was developed by Mew York City Public Schools to measure

mastery of instructional objectives of the E.S.L. curricula at the high

school level. There are four items for each objective, and mastery of

an objective is achieved when three of the items are answered correctly.

The test has three levels: beginning (I), intermediate (II), and advanced

WO. The maximum score on Level I and II is PS, while the maximum

score on Level III is 15.

Analyses of the first objective was altered slightly from that

stated in the program evaluation plan. The data were compared against a

criterion of one objective per month mastery, rather than an average of

in more objectives mastered on the post-test than on the pre-test. Use

of the per month calculation will incorporate actual instruction time in

the analysis.
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Mean differences between pre -test and post-test are calculated

to represent the gain scores, and an index which represents the number

of objectives mastered per month is computed. However, since the levels

are not equated vertically, it is impossible to measure gains for students

who change levels. Extensive information on CREST objectives and psycho-

metric properties appears in the Technical Manual New York ,City English

as a Second Lan ua e Criter I ;411

Data were provided for 140 students on whom pre -test (fall

semester) and post-test scores (spring semester) were available. Table 14

reveals that approximately 0.76 CREST objectives per month were mastered

by students tested on CREST Level I, approximately 0.43 objectives were

mastered on CREST Level II, and 0.40 objectives were mastered on CREST

Level III. Program students failed to achieve the targeted objective of

mastering one CREST objective per month at any of the CREST levels.

Oats are also provided (Table 15) for an additional 45 students

on whom pre- and post-test scores were available during the spring

semester. Inspection of the table reveals that the objective of mastering

at least one CREST objective per month was attained at each of the

three testing levels.

Board of Education of the City of New York, Division of High Schoolsi
1978.
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TABLE 14

Results of the Criterion Referenced English Syntax Test

(Program Students. Pre=Tested in the Fall and Post=Tested

in the Spring on Same Test Level)

Average NaMber of Average Objectives
Test Number of Objectives Mastered Objectives Months of Mastered_
Level Students Pre Post Mastered* Treatment Per Month

I 12 7.67 13.42 5.75 7.57 0.76

11 68 5.81 9.95 3.15 7.39 0.43

Iii _60 7.73 10.7ft 3. _97 /._30 0.40

TOTAL 140 7.28 10.57 3.29 7;37 0.45

*
Post=test minus pre=test.
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TABLE 15

Results of the Criterion Referenced English Syntax Test

(Program Students, Pre- and Post-Tested

in the Spring on Same Test Level)

Average Number of Average Objectives
Test_ Number of Objectives Mastered Objectives Months of Mastered
Level Students Pre Post Mastered* Treatment Per Month

I 14 7.14 14.93 7.79 3.57 2.04

II 23 6.87 11.22 4.35 3.48 1.27

III 8 4.75 7.38 2.63 3.14 _Lfg_

TOTAL 45 6.58 11.69 5.11 3.48 1..47

it-
Post-test minus pre-test.



STUDENT
BUS INESt MOZATIONALCDURSES

: 11 I urf INCE) SOCIAL STUDIES AND

Student performance in cantent=area courses was analyzed in

accordance with objectives 2 and 3. Overall passing rates were calculated

and compared against a minimum criterion standard of 70 percent passing.

Inspection of Table 16 reveals that the overall student passing rates

meet the criterion in mathematics (70 percent passing in both the fall

and spring), in science (78;4 percent and 86.9 percent in the fall and

spring, respectively), in social studies (80.4 percent and 78.4 percent

in the fall and spring, respectivel), and in business/vocational courses

(85.8 percent and 84.7 percent in the fall and spring, respectively).

Overall passing rates were also computed for each of the targeted

language groups in the program. Inspection of Tables 17 and 18 indicate

that passing rates were below the criterion (70 percent) for Spanish-

speaking students in mathematics courses in both the fall and spring

(65.7 percent and 61.3 percent, respectively) and for Arabic-speaking

students in mabhematics courses in the fill semester (64 percent);
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TABLE 16

Number of Program Students Attending Courses and Percent Passing

Teacher-Made Examinations in Content-Area Subjectsa

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 Total

Pas21.2.1_ Passing N Passinig_ leta...1..2221ini

65.9

66.7

65,6

82.5

Content Area N

Mathematics 44

Science 21

$ocial Studies 32

Business/Vocational 63

Mathematics 51

Science 33

Social Studies 43

pusiness/Vocational 61

70,6

84.8

76.7

78.7

Fill

57 77.2 60 58.3 48 81.3 209 70.3

32 75,0 25 84.0 33 84,8 111 78.4

46 80,4 59 79;7 47 945 184 80i4

63 84.1 53 86.8 46 91.3 225 85,8

Spring

38 65.5 53 64.2 45 80,0 207 69.6

39 82.1 35 82.9 30 100 137 86.9

55 67.3 54 83.3 24 95,8 176 78;4

55 85.5 56 82.1 57 93,0 229 84.7

A
Mathematics courses include ore-algebra, algebra, geometry, eleventh= and twelfthlear math,

R,C.T. preparation, corputey math, programming, English and Spanish High School Equivalency

mathematics. Science courses include general science; biologyi chemistry, geology/earth

sciencei hygiene/health educstioni Spanish High School Equivalency science; and "'other;" Social

studies courses include world/global history, American history, economics, civics, and °other."

Business/vocational courses include secretarial studies, typing, accounting, keypunching, "other"

business electives, wood shop, metal shop, drafting/drawing, art, music, vocational and business

experience, and *other.°
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TABLE 17

Number of Program Students Attending Courses and Percent Passing

Teacher-Made Examinations in Content-Area Subjects (Fall)

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 Total

92tttttaNPassir._._....IL.LNPassinNPaseesinNPas!ira

Spanish-peattn9_Students

Mathematics 24 54.2 35 75.0 42 52.4 38 78.9

Science 13 69.2 20 75.0 13 76.9 25 80.0

Social Studies 18 55.6 27 74.1 40 72.5 34 88.2

Business/Vocational 43 83.7 46 80.4 36 91.7 33 90.9

Q1111.11110tudents

Matheuatics 13 100 16 81.3 10 90.0 4 100

Science 3 66;1 5 80;0 5 100 3 100

'Social Studies 8 75.0 12 91.7 12 91.7 5 100

Business/Vocational 10 90.0 12 100 9 100 4 100

Arabic -Speak students

Mathematics 6 33,3 5 80.0 8 62.5 6 83.3

Science 5 60.0 7 71,4 7 85.7 5 100

Social Studies 5 80.0 7 85.7 7 100 100

Businass Vocational 10 70.0 5 80.0 7 42.9 88.9

140 65.7

71 76.1

119 74.8

158 86.1

43 90.7

16 87;5

37 89.2

35 97.1

25 64.0

24 79.2

27 92.5

31 71.0



TABLE 18

Number of Program Students Attending Courses and Percent Passing

Teacher-Made Examinations in Content -Area Subjects (Spring)

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12 Total

S

Content Area N Passin N Passing N _Passim N Passing N Passing

Spanish-Speaking Students

Mathematics 23 60.9 34 52.9 32 56.3

Science 11 54.5 18 77.8 18 77.8

Social Studies 18 66.7 32 56.8 33 78.8

Business/Vocational 35 81.8 29 82.8 32 75.0

Chinese-Speaking Students

Mathematics 17 82.4 17 82.4 13 92.3

Science 14 100 13 84.6 11 90;0

Social Studies 16 81.3 16 81.3 13 92.3

Business/Vocational 18 83.3 19 89,5 10 100

Arabic-Sed"ts.

Mathematics 11 72.7 8 87.5 7 42.9

Science 8 100 8 87.5 5 83;3

Social Studies 9 88.9 7 85.7 6 83.3

BnsinessVocatiofal t0 60.0 7 85.7 11 81.9

35 74.3 124 61.3

25 100 72 81.9

18 94.4 101 72.3

43 90.7 137 83.2

4 100 51 86.3

2 103 40 92.5

3 100 48 85.4

6 100 53 90.6

6 100 32 7C.0

3 100 25 920

3 100 25 88.0

8 100 36 80.6



PERFORMANCE ON G.E.D. EXAMINATION

In accordance with objective 6, data were gathered for all

program students taking the High School Equivalency Examination. Of

the 12 students on whom data were available, nine (75 percent) passed

the examination; surpassing the objective's criterion of a 70 percent

passing rate. All students who took the examination were in the Model

II! program.
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ATTENDANCE

In accordance with objective 9, the attendance rate of program

students was compared with that of the general school population; The z=test

is used to examine this difference and a resultant zvalue sufficiently

large to attain statistical difference indicates that the program attendance

rate is not based on a representative sample of Vie school population, that

is. the two attendance rates are significantly different; Table 19 provides

the data for program student attendance by grade; as well as total attendance

results for each language group.

The total program attendance rate (86.5 percent) was found to

be significantly greater than the total school attendance rate (76.71

percent, na2718) at p<.001. Additional analysis for each languace group

revealed significantly higher attendance rates for each program language

group (all pt;84);

(Information pertaining to the school dropout rate was unavailable

and therefore this portion of the analysis could nr-A be performed.)

The 2-test formula is:

Z a p - P

n

where p program attendance; Paschool attendance rate;
residual of P and nathe number of program students;
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TABLE 19

Significance of the Difference Between the Attendance Percentage

of Program Students and the Attendance Percentage of the School

Grade
Number of
Students

Mean
Percentage

Standard
Deviation

9 79 84.95 18.57

10 92 83.64 19.50

11 85 87.47 22.75

l2 62 91.40 16.58

TOTAL 318 86.50 18.57

Average School-Wide Attendance Percentage:

Percentage
Difference9.79 z * 4.13 p(.001

76.71

For Each Native Language

Language
Gr

Number of
ts

Mean
ree nt

Level of
ni-ficance

Spanish 203 84.58 p * .004

Arabic 52 83.54 p .7 .04

Chinese 60 95.20 p . .001
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VII; CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Project SPEED has completed its first year of operation, Its

staff is working with entlusiasm and dedication to implement the program

and to enable LEP students to graduate and receive a high school diploma,

All Staff meMbers, with the exception of the Chinese resource teacher

and paraprofessional; worked with previously funded Title VII projects

(GRASP* ELITES) at Fort Hamilton. Although tie objectives of Project

SPEED differ from those of its predecessors* all three programs served

the needs of bilingual students, specifically those who are newly-

arrived. As such, some of the recommendations and observations included

in the 1979-80 and 1980-81 evaluations are reiterated in this section.

INSTRUCTIONALCOMPONENT

Project ELITES, the previously funded Title VII program, had

a low literacy instructional sequence for those students who lacked

basic Skills in their native languages. The present project lacks this

component. Interviews with stiff indicate, however, that many program

students fall into this category. It is recommended that a similar

instructional sequence be established for those students whose develop-

ment of English language ;kills is impeded by literacy problems the

native language. In a related area, one staff meMber suggested that the

program woJd greatly benefit from researching students' difficulties

and specific needs and, based on findings from that research, develop

appropriate curricula for use with these students.
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A member of the evaluation team visited five classes in session

(American government in Arabic/Pullout, American studies in Spanish,

bilingual computers, global history, and -E-.S.L.) and observed that the

content-area courses were conducted in the native language, with only

new vocabulary presented in English; No clear policy governs language

use for instruction in bilingual ccntent areas. The program might

consider developing and iaplementing such a policy. It is also strongly

recommended that the program consider implementing formal native language

instruction for Arabic and Chinese students, especially for those students

with poor reading and writing skills id the native language.

The program's trilingual focus and staff limitations require

that students at different levels of ability be placed in the same

classes. As one teacher stated, this diversity affects classroom lectures

and curse requirements; materials must be continually modified according

to the levels of students in a particular class. Interviews with several

teachers revealed that easier materials are often used for LEP students;

for example, using a filmstrip instead of a lecture to help these students

understand the lesson more easily. Requirements are often changed and

modified to enable bilingual students to complete assignments; for example,

one teacher requested a map of the students' native country instead of a

paper. Providing instruction appropriate for diverse groups of students

is an area requiring additional c: Aideration.

Although the three instructional models are presented as dis-

tinct entities both in the program proposal and by the director, they

were not easily distinguished after examining program materials and
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student programs or by interviewing students. The : ounseling, educa-

tional, and vocational guidance components that were to differentiate

the models have not been formally implemented.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Although the program proposal emphasized the importance of

guidance services based on the specific objectives cf the three models,

this component has not yet been fully implemented. The coordinator

provides both individual and group counseling; at present, services are

provided or an as needed" basis. Group counseling has not been added

to the guidance component due t- lack of student motivation and limited

time available to the coordinator for counseling. Individual and group

counseling on a more formal and consistent basis is recommended. The

program might coordinate a series of presentations for students by bi-

lingial professionalt from a variety of occupations. In addition,

expeAs could be brought in to conduct career awareness/orientation

and vocational workshops for students. Through these activities, students

would be exposed to positive role models and could utilize program

services more effectively to serve their specific needs.

The program director is also encouraged to explore and utilize

outside services to supplement the guidance component. Such sources

might include local counseling and psychology departments which emphasize

ethnic counseling. Experts in the field can be invited to conduct

workshops and staff training sessions at Fort Hamilton. In addition,

an internship program could be devel 1 d in which graduate students

can provide tutoring, teaching, as well as individual and group counseling
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to program students.

Finally. due to budget cuts and the resulting inability to

hire a bilingual counselor, the project might consider bringing in

experts in this area to conduct staff workshops and on=site supervision.

The program has mainly focused on drop=out prevention and remediation;

many of the psychological factors contributing to Student adjustment

oroblems have teen overlooked.

STAEF_DEVELOPMENT

The program sponsored four workshops and held monthly meetings

which focused on staff development. In addition to current activities;

the program might consider asking staff members to attend Conferences

on bilingual education and inviting experts to present seminars or work-

shops on staff training.

It is further recommended tnat the program develop an outreach

program geared toward educating and informing non=program staff at Fort

Hamilton with regard to the difficulties faced by bilingual StUdehtt

in adjusting to and coping with a tradit:onal high Sth0O1 setting.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Parents of participating students are. at present. only marginally

involved 4n program activities. The program should consider holding

informal workshops for parents at which bilingual staff members might

provide an overview of the American educational system and present issues

of concern to bilingual students and their families. In additidh. through

such workshops. parents would be exposed to members of other language
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groups; TP.15 kinds of introduction might encourage parents to par-

ticipate more actively in program activities.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Presently; materials translated into the three native languages

are mimeographed and distributed to students; It is suggested that

these materials be professionally duplicated and bound. Mimeographed

materials that are stapled and lack covers may be judged by students

and their parents as inferior to the commercial textbooks available

to mainstreim students;

_ANDSTUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

As has been suggested for previous projects; it is recommended

that information on program activities such as field trips. agendas for

in-service workshops. college applications processed. colleges attended

by graduates of the program. and other related areas be maintained so

that they can be easily retrieved for documentation purposes;

A well structured and thorough system to document program

activities is particularly crucial for a program thtt is as complex

in instructional organization and diversity of language groups served

as Project SPEED;
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APPENDIX A

(e) Eval-latizn ?1.'n

(I) (2) The evaluation design will extend to all the

eoponents of the pros-an.

A. instr_u_ctle_n_nlectIvez

1. 73% of the students enrolled in ESL classes will

master ten more objectives an the post-test than on

the pre-test.

i. Instrument:

Criterion Referenced English Syntax Test

(CREST)

ii. Data Analysis Procedure

Calculate the mean number of objectives

mastered on a monthly biAit

Time Line:

Pre-toStirg - October 1982

Post=testing = May 1983

Data dellection - June 1983

iv. Staff ResponsibilitieS

Administration of tests

Grading of tests

Data collection

2. 7O of the students enrolled in the content area,

will pass tl,e sub!":cts (mathematics, science, social
studies and various electives).

L. Ln.ltrumcnt:

Teacher dqvolopld ta..;":3

t
No

- t . 4
*aim am . .

;:e ;:r otilt::,4. of rzo n

=52=
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ili. ri=e Line:

Ongothg s sass c

Data collection 7;ay-Junz 1983

iv. Staff Re=';onsibilities

Developnemt of evaluation instrument

Administration of tests

Grading of tests

Data collection

3. 60% of the students attending Special interest

ClaSSes will pass the subjects thus accumulating

credits towards graduation.

i. Instruments

Teacher developed tests

Student projects

Dete-knti7sis Procedure

Calculate the percentage of students passing

4itaminations

nil. Time Line:

Ongoing testing

Data collection May.T.June t983

iv. Staff Responcibilities

Development of o7aluation instruments

Adminitratit test;

Grading of ezt:

Data oollecti.

C:ST AVAILABLE -53-
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4& 705 or the --tudents c rolled in the Native

LanguaSe 'and 65.5 cf the students enrolled in

Native Language 4=Irts will increase their

performance ca the 4,propriate level of the

Prueba de Lectura at the .05 level of significance.

i. Instrument:

Prueba de Lrectura

ii. Data Analysis Procedure

A correlated t-test will be performed for

each group

iii. Time Line:

Pre-testing October 1982

Post-testing May 1983

Data Collection w. June 1983

iv. Staff Responsibilities

Adtinistration of testa

Grading of tests

Data collection

5. 30% of the students attending the Return Laboratory

will be successfully mainstrea=ed within one term.

/nstrumentt

School records

ii. Data ftralysis Prccedure

P' 111.011.

Compute the mutt :r cf students mainstreamed

as a psrc;ntast cf thy; total number enrolled.

%:.77. mr: ..h= i=. achicvemen
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iii. Tine Line:

Mainstreaming - end of term - January 1983,

June 1983

iv. Staff Responsibilities

Ongelng assessment of individual students"

wort.

Administration and evaluation of tests

comparable to those administered in mainstream

Arrange data need for transfer to mainstream

6. 7O of all students enrolled in the high school

equivalency preparation program will pass the Milt

SdhOol Equivalency ExamJaation and receive a dipIom

1. Lnstruments

High School Equivalency Examination

ii. Data AnalyrIs Procedure

Tabulation of test results, tomputation Cr

percentage of students' passing

iii. Time Lines

Ongoing practice testing

Official GSD given bimonthly .

iv. Staff ?esponsibilities

Assessment of student readiness to take

GED iai

Data Collection

BEST ELY AVAIMILE
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7. Students who remain in the high school

equivalency preparation program for one year

will increase their level of English reading

ability at the .05 level of statistical significance.

i. Instrument:

New York City Reading Test tPSEN)

:L. Data Analysis Procedure:

Correlated t - test will be performed for each
grade/test level

iii. Time Line:

Pre-testing October 1982

Post-testing May 1983

iv. Staff REsponsibilities

Administration of tests

Data collection

8. The percentage of students placed in college

or vocational training institutions will be

equal or greater than that of mainstream candidates.

i. Instrument:

School records, interviews, applications

ii. Data Analysis Procedure

E -ST CCFY A7A11311

Computation of percentage of students placed

in above named institutions and comparison

to mainstream data

iii. Time Line:

End of semesters, January 1983, June 1983

iv. Staff REsr:onsibilities

Maintenance of oerltinent records

Data i.7.11ec:_in



9. The program students will have a higher rate

of attendance and a significantly lower dropout

rate than similar mainstream students. The level

of significance will be at .05.

Lnstrument:

School records (permanent record cardst

attendance records* sttadent profiles)

ii. Data Analysis Procedure

Test for the differance lx.-tween indepentent

proportions

iii. Time Line:

September 1982, January' 1983t MaY 1983

iv. Staff Responsibilities

Aiaintenance of iecords

Data 'Collection

10. 100% of the students in the program will attend three

or more group and individual guidance sessions

Instrument:

Program records, student profiles

ii. Data Analysis Procedure

Assessment of student-counselor planned

educational and vocational aspirations

iii. Time Line:

Ongoing process

iv. Staff Responsibilities

MaLntenence of records



B. St ,sff

1. 1=1 of the 7...rcgr= staff will receive in-service

training.

Instruments

Workshop attendance records, workshop minutes

ii. Data Analysis Procedure

Tabulation of attendance compared to

criterion level

iii. Time Lines

One workshop per month between tober 1982

and May 1983

iv. Staff Respon abilities

Maintenance of records

Data collection

2. 57,5 of program staff members will receive formal

training.

1. Instru=ents

College transcripts

ii. Data Analysis Procedure.

Tabulation of number of credits earned

compared to criterion level

iii. Time Llne:

September 1982 to June 1983 (sane in

subsvquent years of:funding)

iv. Staff RespcnzibilitieS

Sutmic=ion cf reccr
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1. 505 of the parents will confer with program

personnel at least once a semester.

i. Instrument,

Records of conferences

ii. rt!,ta Analysis Procedure

'!abulation of attendance compared to

criterion level

in. Time Line:.

Ongoing from September 1982 to termination

of projeot

Iv. Staff assponsIbilUties

Maintenance of records

Data cbllection

2. 305 of the- parents will attend two to four

parent workshops.

i. Instruments

Agendas, attendance records, minutes

Data Analysis Pr*r,tfdure

Tabulation of att4,ndanoe compared to

criterion level

iii. Ti=e Line:

OnGoing fro= Scote=1:er 1:!22

of project

iv. 37;aff Rezton51bili:4es
-

" "*. r -0 - .
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The evaluation of the project will be conducted by

the New York City Board of Education's Office of Educa-

tional Evaluation. All pertinent data will be submitted

to that office at the end of each school year and will

be analyz.d in terms of the program's objectives. The

final evaluation will contain results of this analysis

as well as an assessment made by evaluators during

several site visits. The evaluation report will be

submitted directly to the funding source by the Office

of Educatiorial Evaluaticn.

Mir

rtz r "le li-V-.2LABLE
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APPENDIX B

Staff Characteristics: professional and PardprOfettiOnal Stiff

I dot ion(s)

how Ildtt! Appt,

tot CO to Each _ .

fonctiod FOndion 16-citiod ONtoeS

Certiii-

cation ticense(s)

Yrs..in__

Iducailon

frs,

8flingual

1,61e(t Director 10o 2132 Sin1kM

M.A. Ed, Adkifi,

NYC

NYC

Spanish 0.11.S.

15 NS Sp.

Resoorie Specialist

kohl'

IMO 9/81 Chemistry NYC ChOiNeh.StI. DHS 21 HS Sci; 2

'ardprofessional 4/16/81 8.A. Science

(Major Math)

NYS None 1 - HS Math; 2

Heio4rLe Specialist

Chinew

IIHI 10/19 11-A; Religious Ed,

M.A; Secondary Ed;

NYC Chinese 1111S

4 MS Chinese fl

Pirdprulessi4hil

Chinev

IOU Ina02 11.A; Geology

LA, 1eic1W64

NO None 6 mos. 6 mos.

8011101 Att, Co-

ordinator Old;

Sociil Stiidie5

40

4))

q/81

WO
0A; S04610

M.A. Soao/rd,

in 4 Cluidance

NYC Span, 94S_

Sp; /inc,

Soc. Staid,

Ii - NS Span; 11

Yrs, iv, tears Other

[.S,/, !itleiant

None

None

None

2

None
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UREMIA R (C60't)

Stiff Chiticteriitics; Professional and Paraprofessional Staff

iunttion(s1

,F1.1111111mmiNlil

% lime Hate Opt.

fur Each to Each

function function Education (degrees)

111.1.71.4111111111.1

COrtifi-

cation litOOSO(S)

41,.

Yrs; in Yrs; tip. Yrs, ficp. fears Other________

Education Bilingual Aritrant Eaperience

So; lanc Arts

Hil. 1/0411

i.00poler

60

40

20

9163

9/18

9/81

M.A. Spanish

6 yrs; cert. Spanish

B.A. Spanish

NYC

NYC

NYC Span; OHS 20 HS Span. 4 None

.

Sp, I dflq. Arts

t4ng; Arts 40 2162

M.A. Ed. Admin.

M.A. Spanish

NYC

NYC

Spin; OHS

1
24 HS Span; 6

104 9/4110 N.A, 60 credits

grad - Er; (Romance

lanquip)

NYC WINO BranchtS

common Branches

HS -

26 = 1,5,1. Anne

Fulheight leacher

of English Finland

19S:1961

fo.t. lea 2114 B;A: french

M.A. - fr. Ed.

NYC

NES

E.S.t. Day NS

fr. Day HS

14 1/2 kihe

MS/1eo9.

9 1/2 Wino

Nth 60

40

9/69

9169

B.S. Math

MSE Education

NYC

NS

IS all subj. None Moni NiSiniii NO-Oriente

trainI4 personnel

over 25 years
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en

Inql)sh
60 WI A.A. English

t.5.1. 40 R.A; NYC 14110 HS inay) 1$ 1464i NO00

ifen(JOAny. Arts 40 9/30 M.A. $01-. Science NYS Md. Greek Day 4S 9

hreuk 01; tarty; Arts 60 9/13

.==10

APPENOIA 8 (can't)

Staff COaracterlitics:
ProfesSionil grid Unprofessional Staff

AMYTW.MN...0.WIM.11/...iiMI.1.10110M.01..

2 114 Date opt.

for EiCh to frith _______
hi, 10 Mrs. Exp, Yrs; Exp. leers Other

function foction Education (degrees) cation ticeose(s) Education A11111401 telehint Experience

-G4 9/8 U.A. Efig. )0 Credits NYC

in other arm

34 credits English40

...=,......mrammommmenEm..111.01010.101

Teacher of English 21 NS Eng, 0 I mos,

swilm. .
Peraprgfosoonal 100 5 /id

1/19

7

rrry
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